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Abstract

In this paper, we propose a simultaneously transmitting and reflecting reconfigurable intelligent surface (STAR-

RIS) empowered transmission scheme for symbiotic radio (SR) systems to make more flexibility for network

deployment and enhance system performance. The STAR-RIS is utilized to not only beam the primary signals

from the base station (BS) towards multiple primary users on the same side of the STAR-RIS, but also achieve

the secondary transmission to the secondary users on another side. We consider both the broadcasting signal

model and unicasting signal model at the BS. For each model, we aim for minimizing the transmit power of

the BS by designing the active beamforming and simultaneous reflection and transmission coefficients under the

practical phase correlation constraint. To address the challenge of solving the formulated problem, we propose

a block coordinate descent based algorithm with the semidefinite relaxation, penalty dual decomposition and

successive convex approximation methods, which decomposes the original problem into one sub-problem about

active beamforming and the other sub-problem about simultaneous reflection and transmission coefficients, and

iteratively solve them until the convergence is achieved. Numerical results indicate that the proposed scheme can

reduce up to 150.6% transmit power compared to the backscattering device enabled scheme.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, reconfigurable intelligent surface (RIS), as an emerging technology in 6G communications,

has arouse the wide attention from academia and industry [1]–[3]. A typical hardware architecture of RIS

comprises of a reflection component, a copper plate and a control circuit. Compared to the impedance

metasurface, RIS can control its phase shift from 0 to 2π to smartly reconstruct the associated multipath

[4]. Inspired by this, RIS has been viewed as a promising solution for boosting the performance of wireless

communications and widely deployed for localization, massive connectivity, edge computing, and physical

layer security [5].

At present, RIS is generally classified into reflection-only RIS [5] and simultaneously transmitting and

reflecting RIS (STAR-RIS) [6]. For the reflection-only RIS, the transmitter and receiver have to be on the

same side of the RIS. Recently, most works focus on the applications of reflection-only RIS in wireless

communications [7]–[14]. In [7], the reflection-only RIS empowered scheme was proposed to improve

the downlink communication performance. In [8], the energy efficiency maximization was achieved by

designing the transmit power at the base station (BS) and phase shifts at the reflection-only RIS. In [9],

the reflection-only RIS was utilized in a cell-free network to assist the transmission from distributed BSs

to multiple users. In [10] and [11], the reflection-only RIS assisted wireless localization scheme was

proposed to improve the accuracy of wireless localization. Moreover, the reflection-only RIS was also

applied to boost the performance of mobile edge computing systems [12] and enhance physical layer

security [13], [14].

Constrained by the reflection-only characteristics, the flexibility of network deployment in [7]–[14]

cannot be guaranteed. For example, if the transmitter and receiver are deployed on different sides of the

reflection-only RIS, the existence of the reflection-only RIS cannot assist the communications between

the transmitter and receiver, and may be even an obstacle between them. In order to surmount this

deficiency, the novel STAR-RIS [15], also known as Intelligent Omni-Surface (IOS) [16], was proposed.

In each element of the STAR-RIS, a parallel resonant LC tank and small metallic loops are adopted

to afford the desired electric and magnetic surface reactance. Then, by varying the bias voltages to the

integrated varactors, the electric and magnetic surface reactance of each element is adjusted to achieve

the simultaneous transmission and reflection independently [15]. The incident signal received at each

STAR-RIS element can not only be reflected on one side (i.e., reflection region) but also penetrate the

surface on another side (i.e., transmission region). Thus, the 360◦ coverage can be achieved for STAR-
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RIS assisted communication systems. Motivated by this superior performance, STAR-RIS has been widely

investigated [17]–[22]. In [17], a STAR-RIS aided downlink communication system was studied, in which

three operating protocols were proposed and the system performance in terms of transmit power under

these protocols was further compared. In [18], the authors designed an efficient uplink channel estimation

algorithm for STAR-RIS aided systems and demonstrated that the proposed algorithm is more suitable for

the time-switching protocol. In [19], a STAR-RIS assisted (multiple-input multiple-output, MIMO) system

was investigated, in which the sum-rate maximization problem was investigated in both unicasting and

broadcasting signal models. Due to the superior ability of reconstructing the radio environment, STAR-RIS

is also an efficient technique for establishing reliable secure transmissions [20], [21]. In [22], a STAR-RIS

aided indoor transmission scheme was proposed to reduce the inter-cell interference.

In the above works [10]–[21], both reflection-only RIS and STAR-RIS were considered to assist

information transmission of existing communication systems. However, the RIS may also need to transmit

its own information, e.g., the humidity and temperature sensed by its embedded sensors, to a desired

receiver. This novel functionality for supporting information delivery of both primary transmission (i.e.,

information transmission of existing communication systems) and secondary transmission (i.e., its own

information transmission) is termed as a symbiotic radio (SR) paradigm [23], which was inspired by the

concept of the biological ecosystem [24]. A conventional SR system was empowered by a backscattering

device, which transmits its own information by passively reflecting the primary signals [25], [26]. To

enable the practical applications of the SR paradigm, the parasitic SR and commensal SR (CSR) setups

were proposed in [25] and [26], where the relationship between primary and secondary transmissions

was revealed. However, the conventional SR system generally suffers from the poor system performance

due to the low communication efficiency of backscattering devices. To break this bottleneck, the RIS

enabled SR transmission is considered as a promising technology to achieve satisfying spectrum and

energy efficiencies, and thus motivates the wide investigations in the literature [27]–[34]. In [27] and

[28], a spatial modulation scheme was implemented at the reflection-only RIS to enhance the primary

transmission and build the secondary transmission in the single-user single-input multiple-output (SIMO)

and multi-user MIMO systems, respectively. In [29], the authors proposed a novel reflection pattern

modulation scheme for the reflection-only RIS, where a part of elements was activated for constructing

a passive beamforming for performance enhancement, and the selection of the ON-state elements was

utilized to modulate its own information. In [30], the CSR setup was investigated for reflection-only RIS
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enabled MIMO systems, in which the duration of secondary transmission is much larger than that of

the primary transmission and the mutualism relationship between the two types of transmissions can be

achieved. The scenario in [30] was further extended to a general scenario with multiple primary users

(PUs) in [31]. In [32] and [33], multiple reflection-only RISs were utilized for achieving simultaneous

primary and secondary transmissions. In [34], the authors analyzed the capacity of reflection-only RIS

aided MIMO SR systems, in which the reflection patterns followed a non-uniform and discrete distribution

for capacity enhancement and additional information delivery.

In most of current works, e.g., [27]–[34], the RIS deployed in SR systems was limited to the reflection-

only RIS. Under this setup, the PUs and secondary users (SUs) have to be deployed on the same side of

the RIS, which may not be flexible for network deployment in practice. However, this deployment cannot

be achieved by implementing the reflection-only RIS, which motivates our investigation on STAR-RIS

enabled SR systems. To the best of our knowledge, it is worth noting that no works have investigated

STAR-RIS enabled SR systems yet.

In this paper, we study a STAR-RIS enabled SR system for guaranteeing a more flexible network

deployment. Specifically, the BS and multiple PUs are distributed on the same side of STAR-RIS, while

the SUs are located on another side. The STAR-RIS is deployed to assist both the primary transmission

from the BS to multiple PUs and achieve its own information delivery to the SUs. We consider two

practical signal models for the primary transmission, i.e., broadcasting signal model and unicasting signal

model. For the broadcasting signal model, the BS transmits common information to all PUs. While, the

independent information is transmitted to each PU for the unicasting signal model. For each model, we

aim to minimize the transmit power at the BS by optimizing the active beamforming at the BS and the

reflection and transmission coefficients at the STAR-RIS under the practical phase correlation constraints

[35]. Unlike [27]–[34], the implementation of STAR-RIS results in the joint design of reflection and

transmission coefficients, and thus the methods proposed in [27]–[34] are inappropriate for the considered

problems in this work. Moreover, the imperfect successive interference cancellation (SIC) is considered

at the SUs, which can avoid the design mismatch caused by the perfect SIC assumption as in [27]–[34].

Furthermore, different from [17]–[22], the tradeoff between the quality of service (QoS) requirements

at the PUs and SUs poses a new challenge to our work, especially for the unicasting signal model.

Alternatively, our formulated problems are more hard to solve due to the combination of challenges faced

by [17]–[22] and [27]–[34]. The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
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• We propose a STAR-RIS enabled transmission scheme for SR systems to improve the system

communication efficiency and achieve the full space coverage. Specifically, the STAR-RIS is utilized

not only to enhance the primary transmission by beaming the desired signals from the BS towards

the PUs, but also as a secondary transmitter to realize the secondary information transmission to the

SUs by modulating the primary signal. To meet different application requirements, we consider both

broadcasting signal model and unicasting signal model for the primary transmission. Moreover, we

take into account the imperfect SIC for signal decoding at the SUs.

• We first investigate the transmit power minimization problem for the BS in the broadcasting signal

model. To address the challenge caused by the coupled variables, we propose a block coordinate

descent (BCD) based algorithm, which decomposes the original problem into two sub-problems. For

the sub-problem of the active beamforming optimization, the optimal solution can be obtained by

transforming the original sub-problem into a convex semi-definite program (SDP) problem. For the

sub-problem of reflection and transmission coefficients optimization, we propose to use the penalty

dual decomposition (PDD) and successive convex approximation (SCA) methods to derive a near-

optimal solution.

• We then minimize the transmit power at the BS for the unicasting signal model, which is much

challenging to solve due to the increased variables and complex constraints. To solve this problem

efficiently, we extend the proposed algorithm for the broadcasting signal model. Specifically, we

reformulate the active beamforming sub-problem by exploiting a diagonal matrix structure for in-

dependent primary signal transmissions and prove that the rank of the optimal solution obtained is

equal to the number of PUs. While, the PDD and SCA methods are also used to find the solution of

the reflection and transmission coefficients.

• Through numerical results, we confirm the convergence efficiency of the proposed BCD based

algorithm and show the impact of the phase correlation constraints on the design of phase shifts.

Then, we demonstrate that the proposed STAR-RIS enabled scheme can reduce up to 150.6% transmit

power at the BS compared to the baseline schemes.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe the STAR-RIS enabled

SR system model. The transmit power minimization problem formulation and solving process for the

broadcasting signal model and the unicasting signal model are presented in Section III and Section IV,

respectively. Numerical results are demonstrated in Section V to confirm the effectiveness of the proposed
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scheme. Section VI concludes this paper.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

As shown in Fig. 1, we consider a STAR-RIS aided SR communication system, which consists of one

BS with N antennas, K single-antenna PUs, Q single-antenna SUs, and one STAR-RIS with M elements.

We consider that the BS and K PUs are located in the reflection region of the STAR-RIS, while the SUs

are located in the transmission region.1 This is a practical scenario where the STAR-RIS is embedded

on the surface of a building for supporting the outdoor and indoor transmissions. For example, the PUs

and SUs can be logistics devices in the outdoor and smart home controllers in the indoor, respectively. In

this scenario, the STAR-RIS is used to enhance the outdoor transmission (i.e., primary transmission) from

the BS to the PUs for updating the information of recipients by exploiting its reflection characteristic,

and at the same time to establish the indoor transmission (i.e., secondary transmission) to deliver the

environmental information to the SUs for controlling smart home equipment. We consider the CSR setup

for achieving mutualistic mechanism between the primary and secondary transmissions. Let Ts and Tc be

the periods of the primary and secondary signals. In the CSR setup, the secondary symbol period is a

great many times that of the primary symbol period, i.e., Tc = LTs, where L≫ 1 [26].

Let K = {1, . . . , K}, Q = {1, . . . , Q} and M = {1, . . . ,M} represent the set of PUs, the set of SUs

and the set of STAR-RIS elements, respectively. We denote hH
p,k ∈ C1×N , hH

s,q ∈ C1×N and F ∈ CM×N

as the complex baseband equivalent channels from the BS to the k-th PU, from the BS to the q-th

SU, and from the BS to the STAR-RIS, respectively, where k ∈ K and q ∈ Q. The complex baseband

equivalent channels from the STAR-RIS to the k-th PU and from the STAR-RIS to the q-th SU are

denoted by gHp,k ∈ C1×M and gHs,q ∈ C1×M , respectively. Similar to [20] and [30], we consider that

the channels follow the quasi-static fading, in which the CSI is invariable during one secondary symbol

period. Specifically, the related CSI can be obtained by using the methods proposed in [18] and [36]

before information transmissions.

A. Energy Splitting Protocol for STAR-RIS

We consider that the practical energy splitting (ES) operating protocol [15] is adopted. Based on this

protocol, each element of the STAR-RIS splits its received signal into reflected signal and transmitted

1The system model can be extended to the scenario that the PUs and SUs are on both sides of the STAR-RIS, and the proposed algorithms

in this paper are still applicable.
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Fig. 1. A STAR-RIS enabled SR communication system.

signal by controlling the ES factors, i.e., the reflection coefficient and transmission coefficient [17], which

is reconfigured by adjusting each element’s electric and magnetic currents [15]. Let vrm =
√
βr
me

jθrm

and vtm =
√
βt
me

jθtm represent the reflection coefficient and transmission coefficient of the m-th element

of STAR-RIS, respectively.
√
βr
m ∈ [0, 1] and

√
βt
m ∈ [0, 1] are the amplitude coefficients of the m-th

element for reflection and transmission, respectively. θrm ∈ [0, 2π) and θtm ∈ [0, 2π) are the corresponding

phase shifts of the m-th element. According to [35] and [38], it is known that the reflection coefficients

and transmission coefficients of the STAR-RIS need to satisfy the following constraints

βr
m + βt

m = 1, m ∈ M, (1)

cos(θrm − θtm) = 0, m ∈ M. (2)

For the primary transmission, we consider two signal transmission models, i.e., the broadcasting signal

model and the unicasting signal model. For the broadcasting signal model, the BS transmits a common

data stream to all the PUs, a typical application of which is the TV service. For the unicasting signal

model, the BS transmits an independent signal to each PU for supporting diversified service requirements.

B. Broadcasting Signal Model

In the broadcasting signal model, we denote the common primary symbol as s(l), where s(l) ∼
CN (0, 1), l ∈ L, and L = {1, . . . , L} is the set of all primary symbols in a secondary symbol period.

Considering the passive characteristic of the STAR-RIS, the binary phase shift keying (BPSK) scheme is

adopted to modulate the secondary symbol, which is denoted by c and achieved by adjusting the phase

shifts.2 Thus, we have c ∈ {1,−1} [30], [33]. Let w be the active beamforming vector at the BS, and

2It is worth noting that the STAR-RIS does not need to generate symbols actively for the secondary transmission [27]–[34].
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the transmitted primary signal at the BS can be expressed as ws(l). Then, the received signal at the k-th

PU during the secondary symbol period can be expressed as

y
(p)
b,k(l) = h

H
p,kws(l) + g

H
p,kΘrFws(l)c+ zp,k(l), k ∈ K, (3)

where zp,k(l) ∼ CN (0, σ2
p,k) is the additive Gaussian white noise (AWGN) at the k-th PU, and Θr =

diag(vr) is the reflection coefficient matrix with vr = [vr1, . . . , v
r
M ]T .3

In the CSR setup, s(l) can be regarded as being transmitted through the equivalent channel hH
p,k +

gHp,kΘrF c [26]. From (3), the signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) for decoding s(l) at the k-th PU is given by

γp,k(c) =
∣∣hH

p,kw + gHp,kΘrFwc
∣∣2/σ2

p,k, k ∈ K, which is a function with respect to c. If L ≫ 1, the

achievable rate of s(l) at the k-th PU in the broadcasting signal model can be approximately expressed

as [30], [39]

R
(p)
b,k = Ec [log2(1 + γp,k(c))] =

1

2
log2(1 +

∣∣hH
p,kw + gHp,kΘrFw

∣∣2/σ2
p,k)

+
1

2
log2(1 +

∣∣hH
p,kw − gHp,kΘrFw

∣∣2/σ2
p,k), k ∈ K. (4)

By exploiting the characteristic of the STAR-RIS, the signal received by the q-th SU is written as

y
(s)
b,q (l) = h

H
s,qws(l) + g

H
s,qΘtFws(l)c+ zs,q(l), q ∈ Q, (5)

where Θt = diag(vt) is the transmission coefficient matrix with vt = [vt1, . . . , v
t
M ]T , zs,q(l) ∼ CN (0, σ2

s,q)

is the AWGN at the q-th SU. Similar to (4), the achievable rate for decoding s(l) at the q-th SU in the

broadcasting signal model is approximately expressed as

R
(s)
b,q =

1

2
log2(1 +

∣∣hH
s,qw + gHs,qΘtFw

∣∣2/σ2
s,q) +

1

2
log2(1 +

∣∣hH
s,qw − gHs,qΘtFw

∣∣2/σ2
s,q), q ∈ Q. (6)

Under the condition that each SU can decode s(l) successfully, the SIC technique is then adopted to

remove the first term of (5), i.e., hH
s,qws(l). Considering the imperfect SIC, the first term of (5) related

with s(l) may not be removed completely. Thus, the intermediate signal in the secondary symbol period

over L primary symbols, denoted by ŷb,q = [ŷb,q(1), ŷb,q(2), . . . , ŷb,q(L)]
T , is expressed as

ŷb,q = g
H
s,qΘtFwsc+ ŝq + zs,q, q ∈ Q, (7)

3According to [37], the impact of the imperfect synchronization on the detection performance in the CSR setup is slight. Thus, similar to

[30]–[34], we consider the perfect synchronization between the direct links and STAR-RIS related links.
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where s = [s(1), s(2), . . . , s(L)]T , ŝq = [ŝq(1), ŝq(2), . . . , ŝq(L)]
T , ŝq(l) ∼ CN (0, µ

∣∣hH
s,qw

∣∣2) is the

residual interference caused by the imperfect SIC, µ ∈ [0, 1] is the imperfect SIC coefficient [40], and

zs,q = [zs,q(1), zs,q(2), . . . , zs,q(L)]
T . By applying the MRC technique to decode c [30], the corresponding

signal-to-interference-plus-noise-ratio (SINR) at the q-th SU in the broadcasting signal model is approxi-

mately formulated as

γb,q = L
∣∣gHs,qΘtFw

∣∣2/(µ
∣∣hH

s,qw
∣∣2 + σ2

s,q), q ∈ Q, (8)

where L≫ 1.

C. Unicasting Signal Model

In the unicasting signal model, the BS simultaneously transmits independent signals to all PUs. Let

wk and sk(l) represent the active beamforming vector and desired signal for k-th PU. The superimposed

signal at the BS is expressed as
∑K

k=1wksk(l). Then, the received signal at the k-th PU from the BS is

formulated as

y
(p)
u,k(l) = h

H
p,kwksk(l) + g

H
p,kΘrFwksk(l)c+

K∑

i=1,i 6=k

hH
p,kwisi(l) +

K∑

i=1,i 6=k

gHp,kΘrFwisi(l)c+ zp,k(l). (9)

The first two terms of (9) represent the desired part for the k-th PU, while the third and fourth terms

correspond to the interference. From (9), the SINR for decoding sk(l) at the k-th PU is given by

γ
(p)
u,k(c) =

∣∣hH
p,kwk + g

H
p,kΘrFwkc

∣∣2
∑K

i=1,i 6=k

∣∣hH
p,kwi

∣∣2 +∑K

i=1,i 6=k

∣∣gHp,kΘrFwi

∣∣2 + σ2
p,k

, k ∈ K. (10)

Similar to (4), the achievable rate of the k-th PU in the unicasting signal model is approximately as

R
(p)
u,k = Ec

[
log2(1 + γ

(p)
u,k(c))

]
=

1

2
log2(1 +

∣∣hH
p,kwk + g

H
p,kΘrFwk

∣∣2
∑K

i=1,i 6=k

∣∣hH
p,kwi

∣∣2 +
∑K

i=1,i 6=k

∣∣gHp,kΘrFwi

∣∣2 + σ2
p,k

)

+
1

2
log2(1 +

∣∣hH
p,kwk − gHp,kΘrFwk

∣∣2
∑K

i=1,i 6=k

∣∣hH
p,kwi

∣∣2 +
∑K

i=1,i 6=k

∣∣gHp,kΘrFwi

∣∣2 + σ2
p,k

), k ∈ K. (11)

The received signal at the q-th SU in the unicasting signal model is formulated as

y(s)u,q(l) =

K∑

k=1

hH
s,qwksk(l) +

K∑

k=1

gHs,qΘtFwksk(l)c+ zs,q(l), q ∈ Q. (12)

It is known that all the SUs aims to decode the secondary signal c. However, before that, the decoding of

sk(l) is necessary. To achieve this goal, the SIC technique is again adopted. According to [33] and [41],
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the decoding order of the primary signals in (12) can be determined by their corresponding channel gains.

In particular, the primary signal with the largest channel gain will be decoded first. Then, the successfully

decoded signal is removed from (12). Considering the imperfect SIC, the first term of (12) related with

the previously decoded signal is not eliminated completely. Then, the signal with the largest channel

gain in the next round is decoded by taking into account the residual interference and noise. The above

process ends when all signals are decoded. Without loss of generality, we consider that si(l) is decoded

before sj(l), where i < j. The SINR for decoding sk(l) at the q-th SU in the unicasting signal model is

formulated as

γ
(s)
q,k(c) =

∣∣hH
s,qwk + g

H
s,qΘtFwkc

∣∣2
∑K

i=1,i 6=k µ̂i

∣∣hH
s,qwi

∣∣2 +
∑K

i=1,i 6=k

∣∣gHs,qΘtFwi

∣∣2 + σ2
s,q

, k ∈ K, q ∈ Q, (13)

where µ̂i =





µi, i < k

1, i > k
, µi ∈ [0, 1] is the imperfect SIC coefficient. Based on (13), the achievable rate

of decoding sk(l) at the q-th SU in the unicasting signal model is written as (14), which is given by

R
(s)
q,k = Ec

[
log2(1 + γ

(s)
q,k(c))

]
=

1

2
log2(1 +

∣∣hH
s,qwk + g

H
s,qΘtFwk

∣∣2
∑K

i=1,i 6=k(µ̂i

∣∣hH
s,qwi

∣∣2 +
∣∣gHs,qΘtFwi

∣∣2) + σ2
s,q

)

+
1

2
log2(1 +

∣∣hH
s,qwk − gHs,qΘtFwk

∣∣2
∑K

i=1,i 6=k(µ̂i

∣∣hH
s,qwi

∣∣2 +
∣∣gHs,qΘtFwi

∣∣2) + σ2
s,q)

, k ∈ K, q ∈ Q. (14)

Under the condition that each SU can decode all the primary signals, the remaining intermediate signal

at the q-th SU is recast as

ŷu,q(l) =
K∑

k=1

gHs,qΘtFwksk(l)c+ s̃q(l) + zs,q(l), q ∈ Q, (15)

where s̃q(l) ∼ CN (0,
∑K

k=1 µk

∣∣hH
s,qwk

∣∣2) is the residual interference caused by the imperfect SIC. Similar

to (8), the SINR for decoding c at the q-th SU in the unicasting signal model is formulated as

γu,q =
L
∑K

k=1

∣∣gHs,qΘtFwk

∣∣2
∑K

k=1 µk

∣∣hH
s,qwk

∣∣2 + σ2
s,q

, q ∈ Q. (16)

III. TRANSMIT POWER MINIMIZATION FOR BROADCASTING SIGNAL MODEL

For the broadcasting signal model, we investigate the minimization problem of the transmit power at the

BS by considering the joint design of the active beamforming at the BS and the reflection and transmission
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coefficients at the STAR-RIS. Let Rb,min and γb,min represent the minimum achievable rate requirement

of decoding sk(l) and the minimum SNR requirement for decoding c for the broadcasting signal model,

respectively. Then, the optimization problem for this model is formulated as

min
w,vr ,vt

‖w‖2

s.t. C1: R
(p)
b,k ≥ Rb,min, k ∈ K,

C2: R
(s)
b,q ≥ Rb,min, q ∈ Q,

C3: γb,q ≥ γb,min, q ∈ Q,

C4: 0 ≤ βr
m, β

t
m ≤ 1, m ∈ M,

C5: 0 ≤ θrm, θ
t
m < 2π, m ∈ M,

C6: βr
m + βt

m = 1, m ∈ M,

C7: cos(θrm − θtm) = 0, m ∈ M.

(P1)

In P1, C1 and C2 indicate that the achievable rate of decoding sk(l) should satisfy the QoS constraint,

C3 represents the QoS constraint of decoding c at the SUs, C4 and C6 limit the value range of the

reflection and transmission amplitude coefficients, C5 is the constraint on the phase shifts of reflection

and transmission, and C7 is the phase correlation constraint.

It is straightforward to find that P1 is a non-convex problem due to the coupling of variables (i.e.,

w, vr, and vt ) in the constraints C1, C2 and C3. In addition, the coupling amplitude and phase shift

constraints shown in C6 and C7 make the solving of P1 more challenging. Generally, it is very hard to

obtain the globally optimal solution to P1 due to its non-convexity. It is known that the BCD framework

is a promising way to address the non-convexity and can guarantee a near-optimal solution by alternately

solving several convex sub-problems derived from the originally non-convex problem. Thus, we propose

a BCD based algorithm to solve P1, based on which we decompose the variables into two blocks, i.e.,

{w} and {vr, vt}, and optimize them iteratively in an alternating manner. Specifically, the optimal active

beamforming (i.e., {w}) can be found by transforming the original problem into a semi-definite program

(SDP). While, for the sub-problem of optimizing the reflection and transmission coefficients (i.e., {vr, vt}),

the PDD framework [38] with the SCA technique is utilized. Based on this framework, the sub-problem

is transformed into an augmented Lagrangian problem by considering the penalty term, for which the

variables and introduced penalty factor are also iteratively optimized until the convergence is achieved.
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A. Active Beamforming Optimization

In this subsection, we first focus on the optimization of active beamforming with vr and vt being fixed.

The sub-problem for optimizing the active beamforming is given by

min
w

‖w‖2

s.t. C1, C2, C3.

(P2)

To address the non-convexity of P2, we first transform its objective function into a tractable form by

letting W = wwH ∈ CN×N , where W is a semi-definite matrix with Rank(W ) = 1. To make the

constraints concise, let eH1,k = hH
p,k + gHp,kΘrF , eH2,k = hH

p,k − gHp,kΘrF , eH1,q = hH
s,q + g

H
s,qΘtF , and

eH2,q = h
H
s,q −gHs,qΘtF . Based on these auxiliary variables, we further let E1,k = e1,ke

H
1,k, E2,k = e2,ke

H
2,k,

E1,q = e1,qe
H
1,q, E2,q = e2,qe

H
2,q, Rq = (gHs,qΘtF )H(gHs,qΘtF ), and Hq = hs,qh

H
s,q. By using the auxiliary

variables and applying the SDR technique, P2 can be transformed into a convex SDP as

min
W

Tr(W )

s.t. C1 :

2∑

i=1

log2(1 +
Tr(Ei,kW )

σ2
p,k

) ≥ 2Rb,min, k ∈ K,

C2 :
2∑

i=1

log2(1 +
Tr(Ei,qW )

σ2
s,q

) ≥ 2Rb,min, q ∈ Q,

C3 :
LTr(RqW )

µTr(HqW ) + σ2
s,q

≥ γb,min, q ∈ Q,

C8: W � 0.

(P2.1)

P2.1 can be solved by using the CVX [42]. According to [43], we can prove that the optimal solution

to P2.1, denoted by W ∗, is always rank-one. From this observation, we find that the optimal solution to

P2 can be obtained by solving P2.1. By applying the singular value decomposition (SVD) of W ∗, we

can finally derive the optimal active beamforming w∗ to P2. Moreover, this observation implies that the

BS beams the transmitted signal to all the PUs towards a desired direction, which can guarantee the QoS

constraints at the PUs and SUs and results in the minimum transmit power consumption at the BS.
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B. Reflection and Transmission Coefficients Optimization

After obtaining the optimal active beamforming w∗, the sub-problem for optimizing the reflection and

transmission coefficients derived from P1 is expressed as

Find {vr, vt}

s.t. C1 − C7.
(P3)

It is difficult to solve P3 due to the coupled amplitude and phase shift constraints. According to [38],

auxiliary variables ṽr and ṽt can be introduced to tackle this challenge, where ṽr = [ṽr1, . . . , ṽ
r
M ]T ,

ṽt = [ṽt1, . . . , ṽ
t
M ]T , ṽrm =

√
β̃r
me

jθ̃rm , and ṽtm =
√
β̃t
me

jθ̃tm, m ∈ M. Then, P3 can be formulated as

Find {vr, vt, ṽr, ṽt}

s.t. C1 − C6,

C9: ṽr = vr, ṽt = vt,

C10: β̃r
m + β̃t

m = 1, m ∈ M,

C11: cos(θ̃rm − θ̃tm) = 0, m ∈ M.

(P3.1)

In P3.1, the constraints C9-C11 are introduced to guarantee that the coupling phase shifts are satisfied.

To handle the equality constraint C9, the PDD framework [44] is utilized. Specifically, the penalty term

associated with C9 is added as the objective function, based on which P3.1 is transformed as

min
vr ,vt,ṽr ,ṽt

1

2ρ

∑

ι∈{r,t}

‖ṽι − vι + ρλι‖2

s.t. C1 − C6,

C10: β̃r
m + β̃t

m = 1, m ∈ M,

C11: cos(θ̃rm − θ̃tm) = 0, m ∈ M,

(P3.2)

where ρ is a nonnegative penalty factor, λι represents the Lagrangian dual variables related to C9,

and ι ∈ {r, t}. It is known that if ρ → 0, we set the objective function to be zero to guarantee that

C9 is satisfied. According to [44], the alternating update of {vr, vt, ṽr, ṽt}, λι, and ρ will lead to the

Karush–Kuhn–Tucker (KKT) conditions, based on which the optimal solution can be obtained. For the

optimization of {vr, vt, ṽr, ṽt}, P3.2 can be divided into two sub-problems associated with {vr, vt} and

{ṽr, ṽt}, respectively.
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1) Optimization of {vr, vt}: Given ṽr, ṽt, ρ, and λι, ι ∈ {r, t}, the sub-problem of optimizing {vr, vt}
derived from P3.2 is written as

min
vr ,vt

1

2ρ

∑

ι∈{r,t}

‖ṽι − vι + ρλι‖2

s.t. C1 − C6.

(P3.3)

To make the expressions concise, we let gHp,kΘrFw = gHp,kdiag(Fw)vr and gHs,qΘtFw = gHs,qdiag(Fw)vt.

It is known that R
(p)
b,k in the constraint C1 with respect to vr (i.e., Θr) is non-convex. To deal with this

issue, we approximate R
(p)
b,k into a convex function by exploiting its lower-bound, which is approximated

as

R
(p)
b,k ≥ 1

2
log2(1 +

dp,kd
H
p,k + 2R{dHp,krHp,kvr}+ |rHp,kv(x)r |2

σ2
p,k

+
2R{(v(x)r )Hrp,kr

H
p,k(vr − v(x)r )}

σ2
p,k

) (17)

+
1

2
log2(1 +

dp,kd
H
p,k − 2R{dHp,krHp,kvr}+ |rHp,kv(x)r |2

σ2
p,k

+
2R{(v(x)r )Hrp,kr

H
p,k(vr − v(x)r )}

σ2
p,k

) , R
(p)

b,k,

where dp,k = hH
p,kw, rHp,k = gHp,kdiag(Fw), and v

(x)
r is a feasible point of vr in the x-th iteration of the

SCA method. It can be found that R
(p)

b,k is a concave function of vr.

Similarly, the lower-bound expressions of R
(s)
b,q and γb,q are respectively given by

R
(s)
b,q ≥ 1

2
log2(1 +

ds,qd
H
s,q + 2R{dHs,qrHs,qvt}+ |rHs,qv(x)t |2

σ2
s,q

+
2R{(v(x)t )Hrs,qr

H
s,q(vt − v(x)t )}

σ2
s,q

) (18)

+
1

2
log2(1 +

ds,qd
H
s,q − 2R{dHs,qrHs,qvt}+ |rHs,qv(x)t |2

σ2
s,q

+
2R{(v(x)t )Hrs,qr

H
s,q(vt − v(x)t )}

σ2
s,q

) , R
(s)

b,q ,

γb,q ≥
L

χq + σ2
s,q

|rHs,qv(x)t |2 + 2
L

χq + σ2
s,q

R{(v(x)t )Hrs,qr
H
s,q(vt − v(x)t )} , γb,q, (19)

where ds,q = h
H
s,qw, rHs,q = g

H
s,qdiag(Fw), χq = µTr(HqW ), and v

(x)
t is a feasible point of vt in the x-th

iteration of the SCA method.

Moreover, in order to improve the convergence performance, a residual variable vector, denoted by
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α = [α1, . . . , αK+2Q]
T , is introduced. Then, P3.3 can be rewritten as

min
vr ,vt,α

−
K+2Q∑

k=1

αk +
1

2ρ

∑

ι∈{r,t}

‖ṽι − vι + ρλι‖2

s.t. C1 : R
(p)

b,k ≥ Rb,min + αk, k ∈ K,

C2 : R
(s)

b,q ≥ Rb,min + αK+q, q ∈ Q,

C3 : γb,q ≥ γb,min + αK+Q+q, q ∈ Q,

C12 : |vrm|2 + |vtm|2 = 1, m ∈ M.

(P3.4)

As P3.4 is convex, the CVX tool can be utilized to solve it.

2) Optimization of {ṽr, ṽt}: With the fixed vr, vt, ρ, and λι, ι ∈ {r, t}, the sub-problem for optimizing

{ṽr, ṽt} is formulated as

min
ṽr ,ṽt

∑

ι∈{r,t}

‖ṽι − vι + ρλι‖2

s.t. C10: β̃r
m + β̃t

m = 1, m ∈ M,

C11: cos(θ̃rm − θ̃tm) = 0, m ∈ M.

(P3.5)

It is found that P3.5 is non-convex due to the coupled amplitude and phase shift constraints. However,

this limitation can be overcome by optimizing the amplitude coefficients and phase shifts in an alternating

manner. Denote β̃ι = [
√
β̃ι
1, . . . ,

√
β̃ι
M ]T and ϕ̃ι = [ejθ̃

ι

1, . . . , ejθ̃
ι

M ]T , where β̃ι is the amplitude vector, ϕ̃ι

is the phase shift vector, and ι ∈ {r, t}. Then, we have ṽι = diag(β̃ι)ϕ̃ι = diag(ϕ̃ι)β̃ι, ι ∈ {r, t}. Under

the condition that the constraint C10 holds, we first reformulate the objective function as

∑

ι∈{r,t}

‖ṽι − vι + ρλι‖2 =
∑

ι∈{r,t}

‖ṽι +ϕι‖2 =
∑

ι∈{r,t}

(ṽHι ṽι +ϕ
H
ι ϕι + 2R{ϕH

ι ṽι})

= N +
∑

ι∈{r,t}

ϕH
ι ϕι +

∑

ι∈{r,t}

2R{ϕH
ι diag(β̃ι)ϕ̃ι}, (20)

where ϕι = ρλι − vι. It is observed that only the third term of (20) is with respect to β̃ι and ϕ̃ι. Thus,

P3.5 can be reduced as

min
β̃r ,β̃t,ϕ̃r,ϕ̃t

∑

ι∈{r,t}

R{ϕH
ι diag(β̃ι)ϕ̃ι}

s.t. C10, C11.

(P3.6)

According to [38], the solution to P3.6 can be derived from Proposition 1 and Proposition 2.
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Proposition 1. Let ψι = diag(β̃H
ι )ϕι = [ψι

1, . . . , ψ
ι
M ]H , ι ∈ {r, t}. Given the amplitude vectors, the

optimal phase shifts for m ∈ M are given by

(θ̃rm)
∗
= π − arg(ψr

m + jψt
m), (θ̃

t
m)

∗
= θ̃rm +

1

2
π, (21)

(θ̃rm)
∗
= π − arg(ψr

m − jψt
m), (θ̃

t
m)

∗
= θ̃rm − 1

2
π. (22)

As there are two solutions for the optimal phase shifts, one of which leading to a smaller value of the

objective function is finally chosen.

Proposition 2. Let ψι = diag(ϕ̃H
ι )ϕι = [ψ

ι

1, . . . , ψ
ι

M ]H , ι ∈ {r, t}, arm = R{ψr

m}, atm = R{ψt

m}, and

ξm = sgn(atm) × arccos( arm√
(arm)2+(atm)2

). Given the phase shifts, the optimal amplitude coefficients for

m ∈ M are given by

√
(β̃r

m)
∗ = sin(ωm),

√
(β̃t

m)
∗ = cos(ωm), (23)

where

ωm =





− 1

2
π − ξm, if ξm ∈ [−π,−1

2
π),

0, if ξm ∈ [−1

2
π,

1

4
π),

1

2
π, else.

(24)

The proof of Proposition 1 and Proposition 2 can be found in [38] and thus omitted here for simplicity.

By alternating updating the optimal amplitude coefficients and phase shifts in Proposition 1 and Proposition

2, we can finally obtain a near-optimal solution of P3.6.

C. Updating λι and ρ

With the obtained {vr, vt, ṽr, ṽt}, we proceed to update λι and ρ. Specifically, λι is updated by

λι = λι +
1

ρ
(ṽι − vι), ι ∈ {r, t}. (25)

From (25), it is found that the update of λι is controlled by the violation with respect to the constraint

C9 and the plenty factor. Then, ρ is updated by

ρ = cρ, (26)
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where 0 < c < 1 denotes the step size. From (26), it is known that the plenty factor is gradually decreased

with the number of iterations as to balance the convergence speed and solving accuracy.

D. Algorithm Summary and Analysis

The proposed BCD-based algorithm for solving P1 is summarized in Algorithm 1. It is found that the

transmit power is non-increasing after each iteration, which can be proved in a similar way as that in [45].

Thus, the value of the objective function in P1 will converge to a stationary point. Then, we analyze the

computational complexity of Algorithm 1. According to [46], the complexities of solving P2.1 and P3.4 are

O(
√
K + 2Q +N log(1

ǫ
) · (n1(K+2Q+N3)+n2

1(K+2Q+N2)+n3
1)) and O(

√
2K + 4Q+ 2M log(1

ǫ
) ·

(n2(2K + 4Q) + n2
2(2K + 4Q) + n2(4M) + n3

2)), respectively, where n1 = N2 and n2 = 2M +K + 2Q.

Therefore, the overall computational complexity of Algorithm 1 is O(I1I2
√
K + 2Q+N log(1

ǫ
) ·(n1(K+

2Q+N3) + n2
1(K +2Q+N2) +n3

1) + I1I2I3
√
2K + 4Q+ 2M log(1

ǫ
) · (n2(2K +4Q) +n2

2(2K +4Q) +

n2(4M) + n3
2)), where I1 is the outer iteration number for updating λι and ρ, I2 is the inner iteration

number for the proposed BCD algorithm, I3 is the iteration number for solving P3.4 by using the SCA

method, respectively.

IV. TRANSMIT POWER MINIMIZATION FOR UNICASTING SIGNAL MODEL

In this section, we continue to minimize the transmit power at the BS in the unicasting signal model.

To achieve this goal, we also focus on designing the active beamforming at the BS and the reflection and

transmission coefficients at the STAR-RIS. The optimization problem in the unicasting signal model is

formulated as

min
wk,vr ,vt

K∑

k=1

‖wk‖2

s.t. C13: R
(p)
u,k ≥ Ru,min, k ∈ K,

C14: R
(s)
q,k ≥ Ru,min, k ∈ K, q ∈ Q,

C15: γu,q ≥ γu,min, q ∈ Q,

C4, C5, C6, C7.

(P4)

In P4, Ru,min and γu,min denote the minimum achievable rate and SNR requirements for decoding sk(l) and

c for the unicasting signal model, respectively. It is worth noting that compared to P1, it is more challenging

to solve P4 due to the following aspects. Firstly, unlike the broadcasting signal model, the constraint C14
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Algorithm 1 The BCD based Algorithm for Problem P1

1: Initialization: transmission and reflection beamforming vector vι, convergence tolerance ǫ, outer

iteration index t1 = 0, inner iteration index t2 = 0, SCA iteration index x, the maximum violation

value η = 10, c = 0.1, λι = 0, and ρ = 1.

2: repeat

3: t1 = t1 + 1.

4: repeat

5: t2 = t2 + 1 and x = 0.

6: Update w(t1,t2) by solving P2.1.

7: repeat

8: x = x+ 1.

9: Obtain v
(x)
r and v

(x)
t by solving P3.4.

10: until the decrease of the objective function value in P3.4 is below ǫ.
11: Update v

(t1,t2)
r = v

(x)
r and v

(t1,t2)
t = v

(x)
t .

12: Update ϕ̃r and ϕ̃t by Proposition 1.

13: Update β̃r and β̃t by Proposition 2.

14: until the decrease of the objective function value in P1 is below ǫ.
15: Update the constraint violation value δ by implementing δ = max{‖ṽr − vr‖∞, ‖ṽt − vt‖∞}.

16: if δ ≤ η then

17: λι = λι +
1
ρ
(ṽι − vι), ι ∈ {r, t}.

18: else

19: ρ = cρ.

20: end if

21: η = 0.9δ.

22: until δ is below ǫ.

for k ∈ K needs to be satisfied to ensure that all the primary signals are successfully decoded at the q-th

SU. Secondly, the mutual interference between the independent primary signals makes the constraints

C13 and C14 more challenging. To deal with the above difficulties, we extend the proposed BCD-based

algorithm in Section III to solve P4, based on which {w} and {vr, vt} are also optimized in an alternating

manner. Specifically, for the sub-problem of optimizing {w}, we exploit the diagonal matrix structure for

independent primary signal transmissions and transform the original sub-problem into a convex SDP. For

the optimization of {vr, vt}, the PDD framework with the SCA technique is also applied.

A. Active Beamforming Optimization

In this subsection, we find the optimal design of the active beamforming vectors at the BS with the

fixed coefficients of the STAR-RIS by solving the following problem

min
wk

K∑

k=1

‖wk‖2

s.t. C13, C14, C15.

(P5)
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It is worth noting that the joint optimization of multiple active beamforming matrices at the BS is

challenging and the methods proposed in [27]–[34] and [38] cannot be utilized here directly. To solve P5

efficiently, we also exploit the SDR method to solve P5. Let Wk = wkw
H
k ∈ C

N×N , which is a rank-one

semi-definite matrix, i.e., Wk � 0 and Rank(Wk) = 1, k ∈ K. Then, we construct a block diagonal matrix

W , which is defined as

W = BlDiag({Wk}Kk=1) =




W1 0N×N · · · 0N×N

0N×N W2 · · · 0N×N

...
...

. . .
...

0N×N 0N×N · · · WK




, (27)

where BlDiag({Xk}Kk=1) denotes the block diagonal operation of {Xk}Kk=1. It is straightforward to find

that W is also a semi-definite matrix, the rank of which is equal to K. Similarly, to make the con-

straints concise, the following variables are first introduced: dp,k = [0H
N , . . . ,h

H
p,k, . . . , 0

H
N ]

H , dq,k =

[0H
N , . . . ,h

H
s,q, . . . , 0

H
N ]

H , rp,k = [0H
N , . . . , g

H
p,kΘrF , . . . , 0

H
N ]

H , and rq,k = [0H
N , . . . , g

H
s,qΘtF , . . . , 0

H
N ]

H .

Then, let H1,k = (dp,k + rp,k)(dp,k + rp,k)
H , H2,k = (dp,k − rp,k)(dp,k − rp,k)

H , H1,q,k = (dq,k +

rq,k)(dq,k + rq,k)
H , H2,q,k = (dq,k − rq,k)(dq,k − rq,k)H , Dk = BlDiag({hp,kh

H
p,k}Ki=1)−hp,kh

H
p,k, Dq,k =

∑K

i=1,i 6=k µ̂i(dq,id
H

q,i), Rk = BlDiag({(gHp,kΘrF )H(gHp,kΘrF )}Ki=1) − rp,krHp,k, Rq,k =
∑K

i=1,i 6=k(rq,ir
H
q,i),

Rq =
∑K

i=1(rq,ir
H
q,i), and Hq =

∑K

i=1 µi(dq,id
H

q,i). Note that BlDiag({Xk}Ki=1) denotes a block diagonal

matrix in which all the diagonal matrices are Xk. Based on the introduced variables above, the constraints

C13-15 can be respectively reformulated as

1

2
log2(Tr(B1,kW ) + σ2

p,k) +
1

2
log2(Tr(B2,kW ) + σ2

p,k)

− log2(Tr(B3,kW ) + σ2
p,k) ≥ Ru,min, k ∈ K, (28)

1

2
log2(Tr(B1,q,kW ) + σ2

s,q) +
1

2
log2(Tr(B2,q,kW ) + σ2

s,q)

− log2(Tr(B3,q,kW ) + σ2
s,q) ≥ Ru,min, k ∈ K, q ∈ Q, (29)

C15 : Tr((LRq − γu,minHq)W ) ≥ σ2
s,qγu,min, q ∈ Q, (30)

where B1,k = H1,k +B3,k, B2,k = H2,k +B3,k, B3,k = Dk +Rk, B1,q,k = H1,q,k +B3,q,k, B2,q,k =

H2,q,k+B3,q,k, and B3,q,k =Dq,k+Rq,k. However, P5 is still intractable after the above transformations

due to the difference of convex functions. To address this challenge, we can transform the constraints
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C13 and C14 into a convex form by exploiting their corresponding lower-bounds. Specifically, at any

feasible point W (x), the lower-bounds of (28) and (29) by exploiting the first-order Taylor approximation

are respectively given by

C13 :
1

2
log2(Tr(B1,kW ) + σ2

p,k) +
1

2
log2(Tr(B2,kW ) + σ2

p,k)

− log2(Tr(B3,kW
(x)) + σ2

p,k)−
Tr(B3,k(W −W (x)))

(Tr(B3,kW (x)) + σ2
p,k) ln 2

≥ Ru,min, (31)

C14 :
1

2
log2(Tr(B1,q,kW ) + σ2

s,q) +
1

2
log2(Tr(B2,q,kW ) + σ2

s,q)

− log2(Tr(B3,q,kW
(x)) + σ2

s,q)−
Tr(B3,q,k(W −W (x)))

(Tr(B3,q,kW (x)) + σ2
s,q) ln 2

≥ Ru,min. (32)

Then, by relaxing the rank-K constraint on W and using C13-C15, P5 is reformulated as

min
W

Tr(W )

s.t. C13, C14, C15.

(P5.1)

It can be found that P5.1 is convex, which thus can be solved by implementing the CVX tool.

Proposition 3. The optimal solution to P5.1 in the x-th iteration, denoted by W (x+1), is expressed as

W (x+1) = BlDiag
(
{W ∗

k }Kk=1

)
, (33)

where W ∗
k is a rank-one matrix for any k ∈ K, and the rank of W (x+1) is K.

Proof. Please refer to Appendix A.

Proposition 3 reveals that relaxing the rank-K constraint on W will not affect the solution accuracy

when solving P5.1. Then, we have W ∗
k = w∗

kw
∗
k
H , where w∗

k is the optimal solution to P5 in the x-th

iteration. By iteratively solving P5.1 to update w∗
k, we can finally derive the near-optimal design of active

beamforming vectors at the BS when the convergence is achieved.

B. Reflection and Transmission Coefficients Optimization

With the active beamforming vectors obtained in Section IV-A, we proceed to find the solution of the

reflection and transmission coefficients by solving P6, which is formulated as

Find {vr, vt}

s.t. C4 − C7, C13 − C15.
(P6)
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It should be noted that P6 can be solved by applying the method used in Section III-B. Similarly, ṽr and

ṽt are introduced to deal with the constraint C7, and P6 is then recast as

Find {vr, vt, ṽr, ṽt}

s.t. C4 − C6, C9 − C11, C13 − C15.
(P6.1)

To solve P6.1 efficiently, the PDD and Lagrangian dual methods are also applied. Specifically, the solution

of {ṽr, ṽt} and {vr, vt} in P6.1 can be derived by solving the sub-problems defined in P3.5 and P6.2,

respectively. As the solving process of {ṽr, ṽt} has been discussed in Section III-B, we focus on solving

P6.2 formulated as follows

min
vr ,vt,α̃

−
K(Q+1)+Q∑

k=1

α̃k +
1

2ρ

∑

ι∈{r,t}

‖ṽι − vι + ρλι‖2

s.t. C̃13 : R
(p)
u,k ≥ Ru,min + α̃k, k ∈ K,

C̃14 : R
(s)
q,k ≥ Ru,min + α̃qK+k, k ∈ K, q ∈ Q,

C̃15 : γu,q ≥ γu,min + α̃K(Q+1)+q, q ∈ Q, C12,

(P6.2)

where α̃ = [α̃1, . . . , α̃K(Q+1)+Q]
T is the residual variable vector. Let d̂k,i = h

H
p,kwi, r̂

H
k,i = g

H
p,kdiag(Fwi),

d̃q,k = hH
s,qwk, r̃Hq,k = gHs,qdiag(Fwk), ĉk = Tr(DkW ), c̃q,k = Tr(Dq,kW ), R̂k =

∑K

i=1,i 6=k(r̂k,ir̂
H
k,i),

R̃q,k =
∑K

i=1,i 6=k(r̃q,ir̃
H
q,i), R̃q =

∑K

i=1(r̃q,ir̃
H
q,i), and χ̃q = Tr(HqW ). Then, the left-hand sides of the

constraints C̃13 − C̃15 are respectively recast as

Ru,k =
1

2
log2(1 + |â1,k|2/b̂k) +

1

2
log2(1 + |â2,k|2/b̂k), k ∈ K, (34)

Rq,k =
1

2
log2(1 + |ã1,q,k|2/b̃q,k) +

1

2
log2(1 + |ã2,q,k|2/b̃q,k), k ∈ K, q ∈ Q, (35)

γu,q = L(vHt R̃qvt)/(χ̃q + σ2
s,q), q ∈ Q, (36)

where â1,k = d̂k,k + r̂Hk,kvr, â2,k = d̂k,k − r̂Hk,kvr, b̂k = ĉk + vHr R̂kvr + σ2
p,k, ã1,q,k = d̃q,k + r̃Hq,kvt,

ã2,q,k = d̃q,k − r̃Hq,kvt, and b̃q,k = c̃q,k + v
H
t R̃q,kvt + σ2

s,q. Since (34), (35) and (36) are all non-convex,

which results in the challenge of solving P6.2. To transform P6.2 into a convex one, we also exploit the
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lower-bounds of (34), (35) and (36), which are respectively given by

R
(p)
u,k ≥

1

2 ln 2
(ln(1 +

|â(x)1,k|2

b̂
(x)
k

)−
|â(x)1,k|2

b̂
(x)
k

+
2R{(â(x)1,k)

H â1,k}
b̂
(x)
k

−
|â(x)1,k|2(b̂k + |â1,k|2)
b̂
(x)
k (b̂

(x)
k + |â(x)1,k|2)

+ ln(1 +
|â(x)2,k|2

b̂
(x)
k

)

−
|â(x)2,k|2

b̂
(x)
k

+
2R{(â(x)2,k)

H â2,k}
b̂
(x)
k

−
|â(x)2,k|2(b̂k + |â2,k|2)
b̂
(x)
k (b̂

(x)
k + |â(x)2,k|2)

) , R̃
(p)
u,k, k ∈ K, (37)

R
(s)
q,k ≥ 1

2 ln 2
(ln(1 +

|ã(x)1,q,k|2

b̃
(x)
q,k

)−
|ã(x)1,q,k|2

b̃
(x)
q,k

+
2R{(ã(x)1,q,k)

H ã1,q,k}
b̃
(x)
q,k

−
|ã(x)1,q,k|2(b̃q,k + |ã1,q,k|2)
b̃
(x)
q,k(b̃

(x)
q,k + |ã(x)1,q,k|2)

+ ln(1 +
|ã(x)2,q,k|2

b̃
(x)
q,k

)−
|ã(x)2,q,k|2

b̃
(x)
q,k

+
2R{(ã(x)2,q,k)

H ã2,q,k}
b̃
(x)
q,k

(38)

−
|ã(x)2,q,k|2(b̃q,k + |ã2,q,k|2)
b̃
(x)
q,k(b̃

(x)
q,k + |ã(x)2,q,k|2)

) , R̃
(s)
q,k, k ∈ K, q ∈ Q,

γu,q ≥
L

χ̃q + σ2
s,q

((v
(x)
t )HR̃qv

(x)
t +R{(v(x)t )H(R̃q + R̃

H
q )(vt − v

(x)
t )}) , γ̃u,q, q ∈ Q. (39)

Based on (37), (38) and (39), P6.2 can be rewritten as

min
vr ,vt,α̃

−
K(Q+1)+Q∑

k=1

α̃k +
1

2ρ

∑

ι∈{r,t}

‖ṽι − vι + ρλι‖2

s.t.
˜̃
C13 : R̃

(p)
u,k ≥ Ru,min + α̃k, k ∈ K,

˜̃
C14 : R̃

(s)
q,k ≥ Ru,min + α̃qK+k, k ∈ K, q ∈ Q,

˜̃
C15 : γ̃u,q ≥ γu,min + α̃K(Q+1)+q, q ∈ Q, C12.

(P6.3)

Similar to P3.4, P6.1 is a convex problem and can be solved by implementing the CVX tool.

The algorithm for solving P4 is similar to Algorithm 1 and omitted here for simplicity. The overall

complexity for solving P4 is O(I1I2I4
√
K(Q+ 1 +N) +Q log(1

ǫ
) · (n1(K(Q + 1) + Q + (KN)3) +

n2
1(K(Q + 1) + Q + (KN)2) + n3

1) + I1I2I3
√
2(K(Q+ 1) +Q +M) log(1

ǫ
) · (n2(2(K(Q + 1) + Q)) +

n2
2(2(K(Q+ 1) +Q)) + n2(4M) + n3

2)), where n1 = (KN)2, n2 = 2M +K +KQ+Q, and I4 denotes

the iteration times for solving P5.1 by applying the SCA technique.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

A. Simulation Setup

In this section, we conduct numerical simulations to verify the performance of the proposed schemes.

We consider a two-dimensional coordinate model, in which the BS and STAR-RIS are located at (0, 0)

and (100 m, 0), respectively. The PUs are randomly distributed in a circle with a center (100 m, 20m)
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and a radius of 5 m, while the SUs are randomly distributed in a circle with a center (100 m, -20m) and a

radius of 5 m. We consider that all signal transmissions suffer from the large-scale fading and small-scale

fading. According to [47], the large-scale fading for all links is modeled as D(d) = (ζ/(4π))2d−ς , which is

a function of the distance between two nodes (i.e., d), the wavelength (i.e., ζ), and the path-loss exponent

(i.e., ς). The small-scale fading for the links related with the STAR-RIS is modeled as the Rician fading.

For example, F is expressed as

F =

√
D(dBS,RIS)κF

κF + 1
F LoS +

√
D(dBS,RIS)

κF + 1
F NLoS,

where F LoS, F NLoS, κF , and dBS,RIS are the line-of-sight (LoS) component, non-LoS component and

Rician factor, and the distance between the BS and the STAR-RIS, respectively. F LoS is expressed as

F LoS = βM(υAoA)β
H
N (υAoD), where βX(υ) = [1, ejπsin(υ), . . . , ejπ(X−1)sin(υ)]T , X ∈ {M,N}, υAoA and υAoD

are the angle of arrival and angle of departure, respectively. F NLoS is modeled as the Rayleigh fading, each

element of which satisfies CN (0, 1). Similarly, the definitions of gHp,k and gHs,q can be obtained. However,

the small-scale fading for the links unrelated with the STAR-RIS is modeled as the Rayleigh fading with

CN (0, 1). The path-loss exponents from the BS to PUs/SUs, from the STAR-RIS to PUs/SUs, and from

the BS to STAR-RIS are set at 3.8, 2, and 2.4, respectively. The other parameters are set as follows:

N = 4, M = 20, K = 4, Q = 1, L = 50, Rb,min = 2bit/s/Hz, Ru,min = 0.42 bit/s/Hz, γb,min = γu,min = 30

dB, σ2
p,k = σ2

s,q = −90 dBm, ζ = 750 MHz, and µ = µk = 0.01.

Three baseline schemes are considered for verifying the superiority of the proposed schemes.

• Baseline scheme 1: The amplitudes of reflection and transmission coefficients at each element are

equal, i.e., βr
m = βt

m = 0.5, while the other variables are jointly optimized without the phase

correlation constraint.

• Baseline scheme 2: The amplitudes of the reflection and transmission coefficients at each element

are equal, i.e., βr
m = βt

m = 0.5, while the phase shifts are randomly generated without the phase

correlation constraint.

• Baseline scheme 3: The backscattering device with one antenna is considered as the secondary

transmitter to replace the STAR-RIS, while the other variables are jointly optimized.

It should be noted that the baseline schemes are with the imperfect SIC in Figs. 5-8 but are with the

perfect SIC in Figs. 9-12.

Moreover, the proposed schemes without the phase correlation constraint are also investigated for
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Fig. 2. Transmit power versus the iteration process.
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Fig. 3. Absolute phase shift differences versus the iteration process,

where the lines of different colors represent the absolute differences

between reflection phase shifts and transmission phase shifts for STAR-

RIS elements.
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Fig. 4. Scatter of absolute phase shift differences for the STAR-RIS.

evaluating the performance loss caused by this constraint.

B. Performance Evaluation

The convergence performance of the proposed algorithms is investigated in Fig. 2. As seen from Fig.

2, the value of transmit power converges to a stationary point after several iterations, which confirms the

convergence efficiency of the proposed algorithm for each signal model. Specifically, it can be observed

that the proposed algorithm for the unicasting signal model converges slower than that for the broadcasting

signal model. It is because more iterations are required to meet a larger number of the QoS constraints.

Moreover, the number of antennas at the BS is also a factor affecting the required iterations to converge,

i.e., exploiting more antennas at the BS increases the required number of iterations.
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for the broadcasting signal model.
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Fig. 6. Transmit power versus the minimum SNR requirement

for the unicasting signal model.

In Fig. 3, we depict the updating process of the absolute phase shift differences for all elements (i.e.,

|θrm − θtm| for m ∈ M). It can be observed that the absolute phase shift differences for all elements

are irregular during the first four iterations, but then converge to π
2

or 3π
2

, which confirms that the phase

correction constraint is satisfied. Fig. 4 shows the effectiveness of phase shift optimization. In the initial

step of the proposed algorithm, the phase shift differences are randomly distributed between 0 and 2π.

After implementing the proposed algorithm, the phase shift difference for each element will be π
2

or 3π
2

.

This observation indicates that the phase correlation constraint affects the design of phase shifts for all

elements.

The transmit power versus the minimum SNR requirement for the broadcasting signal model is shown

in Fig. 5. As observed in Fig. 5, a higher SNR requirement for decoding c improves the transmit

power. The reason is that more transmit power should be consumed for satisfying the SNR requirement.

Compared to the baseline schemes, our proposed scheme consumes the lowest transmit power, which

indicates the effectiveness of the proposed scheme. Specifically, from the comparison with the baseline

scheme 1 and baseline scheme 2, we observe that the optimization of STAR-RIS coefficients (i.e.,

amplitude coefficients and phase shifts) is vital for enhancing the efficiency for simultaneous reflection

and transmission empowered by the STAR-RIS. Moreover, the transmit power of the baseline scheme 3

is about twice as much as that of our proposed scheme, which confirms that the application of STAR-RIS

can significantly improve the communication efficiency for the secondary transmission. Fig. 6 investigates

the impact of minimum SNR requirement on the transmit power for the unicasting signal model. Similar

to Fig. 5, our proposed scheme consumes less transmit power than the baseline scheme 2 and the baseline
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for the broadcasting signal model
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Fig. 8. Transmit power versus the number of STAR-RIS elements

for the unicasting signal model.

scheme 3. Moreover, compared to the proposed scheme without the phase correlation constraint, the

existence of this constraint degrades the system performance since the feasibility of designing phase

shifts is constrained due to the fact that the phase shift difference for each element has to be π
2

or 3π
2

.

We investigate the transmit power versus the number of STAR-RIS elements for both models in Fig. 7

and Fig. 8, respectively. As shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, by increasing the number of elements from 10 to 40,

the required transmit power for satisfying all constraints is reduced. It demonstrates that deploying more

elements at the STAR-RIS is an efficient way for enhancing system communication efficiency as more

additional reflection and transmission links can be achieved for information delivery. Furthermore, it is seen

that the gap between the proposed scheme and the baseline schemes is a non-decreasing function with the

number of STAR-RIS elements. Compared to the proposed scheme without the phase correlation constraint,

the proposed scheme with the phase correlation constraint consumes more transmit power, especially

for the unicasting signal model. The reason is that for the proposed scheme with the phase correlation

constraint, more restrictive constraints are required. For the unicasting signal model, the proposed scheme

with the phase correlation constraint even consumes a bit more power than the baseline scheme 1 when

the number of elements is small, which again indicates the effect of the phase correction constraint on

performance degradation. However, by removing this constraint, the proposed scheme can reduce up to

3.26 dBm transmit power compared to the baseline scheme 1.

In Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, the transmit power versus the number of transmit antennas for both models is

investigated, where K = 2 and µ = µk = 0.04. As observed in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, increasing the number

of antennas at the BS reduces the required transmit power of all schemes. It is due to the fact that a
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Fig. 9. Transmit power versus the number of transmit antennas

for the broadcasting signal model
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for the unicasting signal model.
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for the broadcasting signal model
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Fig. 12. Transmit power versus the number of transmit antennas

for the unicasting signal model.

higher antenna gain can be obtained by increasing the number of transmit antennas, which enhances the

efficiency of both primary and secondary transmissions. In addition, compared to the baseline schemes

with the perfect SIC, the proposed scheme with the imperfect SIC even consumes less transmit power,

which verifies the effectiveness of the proposed scheme.

Finally, we show the impact of the imperfect SIC on the transmit power for both models in Fig. 11 and

Fig. 12, respectively, where µ = µk = 0.04. It can be found that compared to the perfect SIC scenario, the

imperfect SIC will result in more transmit power consumption at the BS. The reason is that the residual

interference caused by the imperfect SIC reduces the SINR at the PUs and SUs, thus consuming a bit more

transmit power to satisfy the QoS constraints. Moreover, the results in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 indicate that

the number of PUs and SUs is an important factor affecting the transmit power at the BS. Specifically, the

deployment of more PUs and/or SUs may increase the transmit power. It is because a bit more transmit
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power is required to guarantee the QoS constraints corresponding to the worst-case of channel conditions.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have proposed a new idea of using the STAR-RIS for SR systems to achieve three

objectives, i.e., (i) guaranteeing that the PUs and SUs can be deployed on different sides of the STAR-RIS

and thus providing a promising solution to support indoor and outdoor transmissions, (ii) enhancing the

primary transmission efficiency by constructing passive beamforming, and (iii) serving as a transmitter to

passively deliver secondary information to the SUs. We have investigated the transmit power minimization

problems for both broadcasting and unicasting signal models and proposed a BCD based algorithm with

SDR, PDD, and SCA techniques to solve them. Numerical results have been conducted to demonstrate the

superior performance of our proposed scheme. The numerical results reveal three important observations:

1) the phase correlation constraint results in the increase of transmit power due to the reduced feasibility

for designing phase shifts; 2) the optimization of simultaneous reflection and transmission coefficients is

an important factor of enhancing system performance; 3) the STAR-RIS without optimizing reflection and

transmission coefficients can even bring a higher system efficiency compared to the backscattering device

enabled scheme.

APPENDIX A

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3

We first rewrite P5.1 by introducing some auxiliary variables, which is given by

max
W�0

− Tr(W ) (P.A)

s.t. A.1 :
1

2
log2(b1,k + σ2

p,k) +
1

2
log2(b2,k + σ2

p,k)− log2(Tr(B3,kW
(x)) + σ2

p,k)

− b3,k − Tr(B3,kW
(x))

(Tr(B3,kW (x)) + σ2
p,k) ln 2

≥ Ru,min, k ∈ K,

A.2 :
1

2
log2(b1,q,k + σ2

s,q) +
1

2
log2(b2,q,k + σ2

s,q)− log2(Tr(B3,q,kW
(x)) + σ2

s,q)

− b3,q,k − Tr(B3,q,kW
(x))

(Tr(B3,q,kW (x)) + σ2
s,q) ln 2

≥ Ru,min, k ∈ K, q ∈ Q,

A.3 : Tr(Bu,kW ) ≥ bu,k, u ∈ {1, 2, 3}, k ∈ K,

A.4 : Tr(Bu,q,kW ) ≥ bu,q,k, u ∈ {1, 2, 3}, k ∈ K, q ∈ Q,

A.5 : Tr(GqW ) ≥ σ2
s,qγu,min, q ∈ Q, (40)
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where Gq = LRq − γu,minHq. The Lagrangian function of P.A about W is formulated as L(W ) =

µ̃−Tr(W ) +
∑3

u=1

∑K

k=1 εu,kTr(Bu,kW ) +
∑3

u=1

∑Q

q=1

∑K

k=1 εu,q,kTr(Bu,q,kW ) +
∑Q

q=1 ε̃qTr(GqW ) +

Tr(ΩW ), where µ̃ represents the term unrelated to W , εu,k, εu,q,k, and ε̃q are the Lagrangian multipliers

for the constraints A.3, A.4, and A.5, respectively. Ω � 0 is the Lagrangian multiplier matrix related to

W � 0. According to the KKT conditions of P.A, we can obtain

− INK×NK +Π+Ω
∗ = 0, (41)

Tr(Ω∗W ∗) = 0, (42)

where Π =
∑3

u=1

∑K

k=1(ε
∗
u,kBu,k +

∑Q

q=1 ε
∗
u,q,kBu,q,k) + ε̃∗qGq , ε

∗
u,k, ε∗u,q,k, ε̃∗q , and Ω

∗ are the optimal

Lagrangian multipliers. It is easy to find that Π is a block diagonal matrix, which is the summation of

the block diagonal matrices Bu,k, Bu,q,k, and Gq. Thus, we can formulate Π as

Π = BlDiag
(
{Πk}Kk=1

)
, (43)

where Πk ∈ CN×N , k ∈ K. In order to satisfy (41), Ω∗ should also be a block diagonal matrix, which

is formulated as

Ω
∗ = BlDiag

(
{Ωk}Kk=1

)
, (44)

where Ω
∗
k = IN×N −Πk. According to (42) and (44), W ∗ can be expressed as

W ∗ = BlDiag({W ∗
k }Kk=1). (45)

Then, we have
∑K

k=1 Tr(Ω∗
kW

∗
k ) = 0, where

Tr(Ω∗
kW

∗
k ) = 0, k ∈ K. (46)

According to (46), Ω∗
k lies in the null space of W ∗

k . Hence, we analyze the rank of W ∗
k by investigating

the characteristic of Ω∗
k (i.e., IN×N −Πk ), whose eigenvalues are nonnegative. We denote ϑmax,k as the

largest eigenvalue of Πk. If ϑmax,k < 1, we find that all eigenvalues of IN×N − Πk are positive and

Rank(IN×N −Πk) = Rank(Ω∗
k) = N . Since (46) holds if and only if W ∗

k = 0, which is obviously not

the optimal solution. If ϑmax,k > 1, the smallest eigenvalue of Ω
∗
k is negative, which is against the fact

that Ω∗
k � 0. If ϑmax,k = 1, it is found that the eigenvector of the largest eigenvalue of Πk lies in the
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null space of Ω∗
k, denoted by ωmax,k. Thus, we obtain W ∗

k = ̟ωmax,kω
H
max,k, which is a rank-one matrix,

and ̟ > 0 is a scaling parameter. Since W ∗ is a block diagonal matrix with W ∗
k for k ∈ K being its

diagonal sub-matrices, we derive that the rank of W is K, which completes the proof.
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